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Some of our Easter visitors.

EASTER REPORT
Easter flying conditions this year were generally
excellent. VMFG’s Pawnee tug and Grob motor
glider arrived on Sunday 1st of April. Neil Burns of
VMFG turned up on Monday and did some long cross
country flights in his Ventus motor glider.

On Wednesday, Mark Bland and Mike Pobjoy rigged
and flew the Blanik and the Libelle for over 5 hours in
total.
Mark continued on the Thursday with a 3 hour flight
in the Libelle.

Ian Downes, Alan Patching and George Skarbek manning the
VMFG control desk.
Adam Bland, Mark Bland, George Vasiliadis, Tobi Geiger, and
Caleb White, with Caleb’s Kookaburra.
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On Easter Friday the mob arrived. VMFG members
arrived in force with representatives from Adelaide,
Southern Cross, Corowa, Geelong, Wagga, RAAF
Richmond, and GCV. However, the strong
southeasterly wind was not cooperative and aerotow
launching was abandoned for the day.
Not to be deterred, Mark Bland put his winch at the
southern end of the runway and four gliders were
launched with Mark Bland and Tobi Geiger managing
to soar away. In long flights, they went to Mt Buller
and return via Lake Nillahcootie.

Caleb White’s Kookaburra on winch launch.

VMFG stalwart, Roger “hour hog” Druce made good
use of his new Duo Discus, flying 37 hours in seven
days and roaming all over the local area within 120
km of Mt Beauty.

Neil Burns about to hook on the VMFG Janus

On Saturday, the wind abated and aerotows
commenced with good thermal conditions. On this
and subsequent days many outstanding flights were
made to “local” turn points such as Mt Kosciusko and
Mt Buller. World champion, Michael Sommer, flew to
the northern edge of the Latrobe Valley near Morwell
and return.

Roger “hour hog” Druce with crew Lena and Penny.

Cameo appearances were made by valued but
infrequent MBGC members, Phil Gledhill and Ken
Darling who we were very glad to see. MBGC
President Rod Harris produced his recently acquired
DG400 and proceeded to do some shake down
flights.

Michael Sommer pleading with Mark Bland for a ride in the
Mt Beauty high performance Blanik.

Meanwhile back at Mt Beauty there was plenty of
excellent local soaring to heights between 8,000 and
10,000 ft. Caleb White with his recently acquired
short wing Kookaburra pounded the circuit using the
Mt Beauty winch for launch, occasionally breaking
out for longer flights.
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Rod Harris getting his DG400 ready to fly.

Social activities were rife with successive parties
arranged for the Saturday, Sunday and Monday
evenings.
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only difference is that in this case the flaps and
undercarriage have to be placed in the flying position,
not the landing position.
Paddock Operations
Club members are reminded that, thanks to the
generosity of Angie and Don Rigoni, we can station
our winch in their paddock, and this allows much
better launch heights than would otherwise be
possible.
With this privilege, we have an obligation to make
sure that we cause minimum disruption to their
farming operations.
Alan Patching coaching some potential junior recruits who turned
up on Wednesday.

Thanks is due to Jim Barton of GCV for exemplary
service as pilot of his Callair tug plane, and to the tug
pilots flying VMFG’s Pawnee.

In particular,
•

Only drive the retrieve vehicles on the worn
track. Don’t compact any more ground than is
absolutely necessary for our operations.

•

Treat the cattle with respect and don’t frighten
them.

•

If cattle are in the paddock, close the gate
whenever there is no club member in the
paddock at the winch.

•

Always pick up and take away any pieces of
winch wire that may be generated after fixing a
winch tangle or a cable break repair.

•

Always remove any rubbish due to our
operations.

•

Always restore the electric fence when closing
the gate at the end of a day’s operations.

Hard working tug pilot Jim Barton in a typical pose.

Likewise thanks is due to the winch drivers and crew
for the Mt Beauty winch operation. Special mention
must be made of the sterling effort made by Greg’s
mum Jacqui Hollonds who manned (personned?) our
control desk for quite a long period and kept the
paperwork going. Thanks Jacqui.
Report by the Editor.

Operations
Don’t Land with the Undercarriage Retracted
Pilots are again reminded that they are required to
(a)

Conduct a pre-landing FUST check.

(b)

Physically check that the undercarriage is
down and locked before/during doing the
“FUST” pre landing check.

We have sometimes seen that a pilot will just change
the undercarriage position for landing. This may
work most of the time, but, if the undercarriage is
already extended for any reason, – it doesn’t work.
We also sometimes see some pilots flying around
with their undercarriages unintentionally extended.
This may be eliminated by doing a “FUST” check
immediately after launch since you usually have to
action all the FUST items after launch anyway. The
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Ian Cohn
Chief Flying Instructor
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Editor’s Epistle
VSA Executive Meeting
Your Editor had the chance to attend the Victorian
Soaring Association Executive meeting held at
Bacchus Marsh on the 31st of March. The meeting
was chaired by the VSA President, Ian Grant, and the
topics discussed included VSA Finances, Club
Development, Airworthiness courses, Airspace and
radio frequencies, Victorian Regional gliding
competitions and Operation of the VSA maintenance
shed at Bacchus Marsh.
Items of particular interest to MBGC were for
proposals to request a review of airspace around Mt
Buffalo and the the change of the CTAF frequency for
Mt Beauty to something other than the highly
congested 126.7 MHz.
Contributions to Alpine Flyer
This is your Newsletter, so let’s have your
contributions. Send them to the Editor at
glide@mtbeauty.com. Photographs, stories of your
gliding/aviation experiences, equipment reviews, and
“how I learned about flying from that” stories are all
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welcome. If you can’t use email, send contributions
to the Editor at Box 486, Mt Beauty, VIC, 3699.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Treasurer’s Talk
Hours and Launches
March was again a good month for flying. During the
month we flew on 12 days for a total of 62 hours
and125 launches. The IS-28 flew 25 hours in 74
flights for an average flight time of 20 minutes, quite a
contrast to the average of 1hour 40 Min recorded in
January. The high number of launches was due to
the conduct of our first training course from the 16th of
March through to the 21st of March.

Members and Friends News.
Labour Day Weekend
We had a relatively quiet Labor Day weekend with
only one visiting glider – the Pirat owned by Hans
Prem and John Ashford. Nevertheless there were
good flying conditions with the best day being the
Sunday with up to 10kt thermals to cloudbase which
eventually rose to over 10,000 ft.

At press time we had accumulated 182 hours on the
IS-28 for 276 launches since the start of this soaring
season (184 hours from 323 flights last season at the
same date).

John Ashford and Hans Prem with their vivid Pirat.

Training Course
From 16th March to 22nd of March we ran a training
course for three new members, Jacqui Flitcroft, Rod
Oldfield and Paddy Honey. Instructors were Rod
Harris, Mark Bland and Ian Cohn, ably assisted over
the weekend by Mart Bosman and Bill Brooks.

IS-28 hours at press time

Payments
The best way for members to deposit money into
their MBGC accounts is via internet banking or by
direct credit. This saves the Treasurer a trip to the
bank to deposit cheques and cash. When doing this
please remember to add your name to the deposit
details so that the Treasurer knows which account to
credit with the money.
The Club’s bank account details are:- Commonwealth
Bank; BSB 063 645 Account number 10038751.
Mt Beauty Foodworks "Spirit of the Community" fund
Mt Beauty Gliding Club points
were 8914 as at 16th of April.

When purchasing any items from the Mt Beauty
Foodworks supermarket make sure that you put your
points to the Gliding Club – code 1060.

Paddy Honey in the Blanik with
Rod Harris and visitor from Adelaide, Tony Edge.

Jacqui and Paddy were trained as winch drivers and
all students made good progress. Soaring conditions
were not quite up to normal standards with low
convection heights and sparsely located thermals.
This led to good circuit training conditions and plenty
of circuit and landing practice. Tuesday was a
ground instruction day due to foul weather.

Ian Cohn - Treasurer.
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Mt Beauty Gliding at Corryong 2007
It was a late decision to attend “The Man from Snowy
River Festival” at Corryong at the end of March
following on from the success of last year. Mike,
Mark, Phil, Andrew and Rod decided the week before
that it would be worth the effort to take the Blanik,
Pilatus and the syndicate winch and take a punt on
having good weather. Having the winch at Wodonga
during the week also allowed for some much needed
maintenance on it. (This involved drum removal for
axle seal replacement, guide arm welding repairs,
and a new regulator for battery charging.)

YE-HAA!! – MAN FROM SNOWY RIVER
CORRYING TRIP
Mt Beauty Gliding Club had its second Corryong
camp on the weekend of the Man from Snowy River
Festival on 30th March to 1st April 2007.
A small but intrepid group of cowboys led by Mark
Bland and including Phill Glasson, and Mike
Pobjoy on Friday, Andrew Evans on Saturday and
Rod Harris on Sunday packed their camping gear
and headed for the hills.
By Saturday the numbers had reduced when Phill
returned home suffering from “Corryong cough”.
Accommodation at the airport was rough but
passable with segregation being necessary to
separate the snorers. Friday night saw Mike and
Phill in the Corryong airport terminal building where it
was described as sounding like the Texas chainsaw
massacre. So when Andrew arrived on Saturday he
set up his bushwalking tent 50m away from the
building to avoid the racket. Mark spent the weekend
camping on the 7th fairway of the Corryong golf
course with the in-laws and wife Sue so he had no
trouble sleeping.

Mike and Phill with the Pilatus.

Taking advantage from the effort in transporting all
the gear to Corryong Mike, Mark and Phil arrived on
Friday to get an extra day’s flying which proved
worthwhile with a stiff westerly breeze providing good
launches up to 1900 AGL although not much soaring.
Saturday and Sunday were beautiful sunny days with
some weak soaring available after lunch on both
days. Some quickly erected cardboard advertising
provided about eight Air Experience Flights from the
Festival crowd of approx 10,000 Akubra wearers.
Next year with better promotion this should be able to
be improved on. Overall a great weekend with 35
launches carried out and almost 10 hours flight time.
Report from Corryong organiser Mark Bland

Mark Bland and the Blanik featured in the “Border Mail” a couple of
days after the Corryong visit
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Mark Bland in the Blanik on launch at Corryong.

Andrew braved incurring the wrath of his new bride
Kerrie by going away camping with the boys on his
first wedding anniversary on 1st April, but he knew he
was safe when he gave Kerrie a romantic card and
present before leaving and found that Kerrie had
forgotten it was her anniversary.

Mike entertaining some Corryong belles.
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Although the soaring conditions weren’t great, with
maximum altitudes of only 4000 ft being achieved,
the autumn weather was beautiful. The group had an
enjoyable time putting on a show for the cowboys
and cowgirls by thermalling over the rodeo arena at
low altitude just above circuit height on every flight to
advertise their presence and to hopefully drum up a
few more Air Experience Flights. All the hot air from
the crowd who had drunk a semi load of VBs, the
bucking broncos and the bulls guaranteed lift on
every flight.

“Alpine Flyer” understands that she is now in
recovery mode and should be hale and hearty again
shortly. We wish Michele a swift recovery.

Saturday night meal time saw Mark Bland enjoying a
sumptuous roast cooked in a camp oven by his
father-in-law back at the 7th fairway while Mike and
Andrew slummed it at the top pub in Corryong dining
on filet mignon washed down with Chenin Blanc.
Mike then wandered off to the bush poetry
competition with the old bush bards around the
campfire and Andrew joined the Blands at the rodeo.

In particular we thank Ivan Clarke and his faithful
assistant Dennis for their devotion to duty in fine
tuning the winch after replacing the coil and the
carburetor. Ivan and Dennis, accompanied by Phill,
made a special journey from Wodonga to MtBeauty
after work to get the winch in tip-top condition for our
training course.

The rodeo was a real eye opening experience. Upon
entering the arena stand it was a sea of Akubras.
Thousands of bowlegged country boys and cute
country girls in the standard Akubra, RM Williams
jeans and elastic sided boots. We felt a bit out of it in
our standard gliding gear of GPS around the neck,
floppy hat, zinc cream on the nose, black socks and
daggy shorts.

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Maintenance Matters
Winch Maintenance
Phill Glasson, our Ground maintenance coordinator,
reports that good progress has been made with
maintenance of ground equipment.

Part of the tuning involved a full load test. This was
accomplished by “launching” the Camira retrieve
vehicle ably hung on to by Phill. Phill reported that
the V8 powered Camira went from 0 to 100 kph in
approximately 2 seconds and he was very wide eyed
for several hours after being “launched”.

Ivan, Phill and Dennis fine tuning the winch
just before our training course.

A few of the Corryong Cow persons and MBGC crew.
The promotions committee decided that next year it
would be a good idea to arrange a stall in the main
street on the Saturday morning with Sue Bland
dressed up in her best cowgirl gear with stock whip in
hand, promoting the sport of gliding to attract a few
more Air Experience Flight customers.
Thanks to Mark for organising a great weekend and
put this trip in your diary now for next year when we
hope to get a few more starters.
Pictures and Report from Andrew Evans

Michele Flies Solo
Michele Baptist flew solo at Lake Keepit after the
Paraglider World Championships held at Manila NSW
during March, and subsequently soloed again at Mt
Beauty after a couple of flights with instructor Mark
Bland. Congratulations Michele.
Unfortunately, after this, Michele had an accident
taking off in her Paraglider at the Mystic launch site
near Bright and suffered bone fractures. However,
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In other news, the old winch battery has finally died,
and has been replaced by, initially, the white battery
formerly installed in the Subaru retrieve car. We
have also purchased a brand new battery as a spare.
Winch drivers, please look after these batteries and
regularly inspect them for proper fluid level.
Aircraft Maintenance
Mike Pobjoy, Manfred Rueff and Mark Bland
completed 50 hr maintenance on both the IS-28 and
the Blanik on Sunday 15th April. Thanks chaps.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

MBGC Current Fees and Charges
Member
Assoc
GFA
Full
Social
Category
-iate
Visitor
Debenture
$500
$250
Nil
Nil
Joining Fee
$100
$50
Nil
Nil
Annual Fee
$100
$50
$25
Nil
$13 1
Winch Launch
$10
$13
$15
IS-28 Flt Fee
2
$0.50
$0.60
$0.40
$0.50
Per Minute
1
5 launches per annum only - $15 per launch after 5.
2
2 hours per annum only - $0.60/min after 2 hours.
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For MBGC members, flight time charges cease for
flight time beyond two hours.
Air Experience flight fees are $60 for winch launch for
the first ten minutes and $2 per minute after that.
Add $50 for Aerotow launch.
GFA membership fees
Annual
Family Annual

$187
$151

Three Month
Three day

$60
$10

----------------------------------------------------------MBGC Diary
15th April 2007 - MP, IC, and MBd crewed using the
Blanik and the IS-28. Conditions were clear with a 5
kt northerly breezes and some cumulus clouds over
the higher peaks. Thermals going to 7,000 ft were
available. Total flight time was 4h 17m from 2 flights.
14th April 2007 - RH, IC, GH, MP, and MBd crewed
using the Blanik and the DG-400. Conditions were
clear with variable breezes. Occasional thermals
going to 6,000 ft were available. Total flight time was
2h 20m from 11 flights.
13th April 2007 - IC, and RD crewed flying the Duo
Discus. Conditions were very hazy with variable
breezes and cumulus clouds with cloudbase rising
from 8,500 ft to 10,000 ft later in the day. There were
six to seven kt thermals going to cloudbase at 10,000
ft. Total flight time was 6h 22m from 1 flight.

12th April 2007 - RH, crewed flying the DG-400.
Conditions were clear with variable to 5 kt northerly
breezes and some cumulus clouds over the higher
peaks. Total flight time was 3h from 1 flight.
11th April 2007 - MP, RH, IC, GH, WH crewed
using the IS-28 and the Club Libelle. Conditions were
clear with variable to 5 kt northerly breezes and some
cumulus clouds over the higher peaks. Thermals
going to 8,000 ft were available. Total flight time was
2h 24m from 5 flights.
10th April 2007 - CW, DM, IC, and MBd crewed
using the Kookaburra. Conditions were clear with
variable breezes. No thermals were
encountered. Total flight time was 18m from 4 flights.
9th April 2007 - MBn, AE, RH, IC, AB, CW, MF,
TG, and MBd crewed. Conditions were clear with
variable to 5 kt northerly breezes and some cumulus
clouds over the higher peaks. Thermals going to
cloudbase 10,000 ft were available. Total flight time
was 23h 33m from 19 flights.
8th April 2007 - MBn, AE, RH, IC, AB, CW, MF,
TG, and MBd crewed. Conditions were clear with
variable breezes and patchy 1/8 cumulus clouds over
the higher peaks. Four kt thermals going to
cloudbase 10,000 ft were available. Total flight time
was 15h 20m from 29 flights.
7th April 2007 - MBn, AE, RH, IC, AB, CW, KD,
WH, MF, TG, and MBd crewed. Conditions were
clear with variable breezes. Thermals going to
around 8,000 ft were available. Total flight time was
7h 38m from 22 flights.
6th April 2007 - MBn, AE, RH, IC, AB, MF, TG, and
MBd crewed using the Libelle, LS6, Ventus and Astir.
Conditions were clear with 1/8 cumulus with a strong
south-easterly breeze precluding launches on Rwy
32. However 4 launches were made on Rwy 14 with
two gliders managing to get away and making long
flights. Thermals going to cloudbase at around 7,000
ft were available. Total flight time was 8h 38m from
four flights.

th

Still at 4,000 ft on 13 April at 5:45 pm.

Mt Buller from the front cockpit of the Duo Discus at 9,000 ft.
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Mark Bland’s picture of Mt Buller
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our training course. Conditions were clear with 1/8
cumulus with nil to variable breeze. There were some
usable thermals up to 4 kt to cloudbase at around
5,500 ft. Best height 4,900 ft. Total flight time was 3h
46m from 18 flights.
20th March 2007 - Rain all day. Ground training for
the course students.
19th March 2007 - BB, RH, IC, MB, and MBd crewed
using the Blanik and IS-28 with PH, JF, and RO as
students on our training course. Conditions were
overcast with 3/8 cumulus and higher stratus with a 3
kt north-westerly breeze increasing to 10-12 kt later
in the day. There were no usable thermals but ridge
soaring was available in the afternoon. Best height
4,500 ft. Total flight time was 4h 20m from 15 flights.
Mart Bosman launching Adam Bland in the RAAF Richmond Astir.

5th April 2007 - IC, and MBd crewed using the
Libelle. Conditions were clear with 1/8 cumulus with a
variable breeze and thermals going to cloudbase at
around 8,000 ft. Total flight time was 3h from 1
flight.
4th April 2007 - MP, MBn, IC, and MBd crewed
using the Blanik and Libelle. Conditions were clear
with 1/8 cumulus with a 5 kt northwesterly breeze and
thermals going to cloudbase at around 8,000 ft. Total
flight time was 5h 3m from 2 flights.
1st April 2007 - MP, AE, RH and MBd crewed using
the Blanik and Pilatus at Corryong. Total flight time
was 4h 23m from 11 flights.
31st March 2007 - MP, AE, PGn and MBd crewed
using the Blanik and Pilatus at Corryong. Total flight
time was 4h 1m from 16 flights.

18th March 2007 - BB, MBn, RH, IC, and MBd
crewed using the Blanik and IS-28 with PH, JF, and
RO as students on our training course. There were
warm clear conditions with no cloud initially but high
cirrus overcast later and calm to 3 kt north-westerly
breeze. There were good usable thermals after
12:00 to around 6,500 ft. Total flight time was 5h
42m from 19 flights.
17th March 2007 - BB, MBn, RH, IC, and MBd
crewed using the Blanik and IS-28 with PH, JF, and
RO as students on our training course. There were
warm clear conditions with 1/8th cloud and 5 kt northwesterly breeze that turned to the south later
precluding further launches. There were some
usable thermals after 13:00 to around 7,000 ft. Total
flight time was 5h 30m from 14 flights.
16th March 2007 - IC, and MBd crewed using the
Blanik to test the recently overhauled club winch.
There were warm cloudy conditions with a 5 kt northwesterly breeze. There were no usable thermals but
there was enough wind to enable hill soaring. Total
flight time was 42m from 2 flights. MBd did some
airfield mowing.
12th March 2007 - IC, MS, BB, GH, and AE crewed
using the IS-28. There were warm clear conditions
and hardly any breeze until 15:30 when a strong
southeasterly sprang up precluding further launches.
There were no usable thermals until around 15:00.
After that, 6kt thermals were available to an inversion
at around 8,000ft. Total flight time was 1h 41m from
5 flights.

Phill and Mark with the Blanik at Corryong.

30th March 2007 - MP, AE, PGn and MBd crewed
using the Blanik and Pilatus at Corryong. Total flight
time was 1h 13m from 8 flights.
23rd March 2007 - RH, MB and MBd crewed using
the IS-28. Conditions were clear with 1/8 cumulus
with nil to variable breeze. Total flight time was 3h 9m
from 7 flights.
21st March 2007 - RH, and IC crewed using the
Blanik and IS-28 with PH, JF, and RO as students on
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11th March 2007 - IC, MBn, CM, MS, HP and AE
crewed using the Blanik, Pilatus, and IS-28. JA flew
the Pirat. There were warm clear conditions and a
north-westerly breeze. There were moderate
thermals peaking at 5 m/s to an inversion which rose
from around 7,500 ft to over 10,000ft. Total flight
time was 10h 11m from 9 flights.
10th March 2007 - BB, IC, MBn, JA, GH, and AE
crewed using the Pilatus, and IS-28. HP flew the
Pirat. There were warm clear conditions and a northwesterly breeze. There were weak to moderate
thermals peaking at 3 m/s to an inversion at around
7,500 ft. Total flight time was 7h 54m from 7 flights.
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